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Abstract 

 

Undergraduate music students receive the greatest amount of instruction in their applied 

lessons; however, the amount of research regarding teaching in the private lesson setting is much 

less than that of the classroom setting. Research regarding pedagogy and highly effective 

individuals or master teachers is common. American saxophone teachers have been studied 

considerably with the exception of teachers who studied with Sigurd Raschèr, one of the 

saxophone’s earliest pioneers within the classical tradition. This study aims to add to the body of 

research on applied teaching as well as saxophonists who have studied with the master teacher 

Sigurd Raschèr.  

The purpose of this study is to analyze and describe the similarities and differences in 

educating saxophonists between two prominent teachers from diverse American traditions. The 

two teachers selected for the study were Patrick Meighan who recently retired from Florida State 

University and Eric Nestler who currently teaches at the University of North Texas. Both 

participants answered ten questions regarding teaching techniques, concepts, and values. The 

study found that the participants received instruction from teachers of diverse traditions. The 

strongest influence for Meighan and Nestler were the teachers with whom they spent the most 

time. Over time, Meighan and Nestler developed their own unique teaching practices through an 

amalgamation of their teachers and individual experiences. The results of the study suggest that 

master teachers follow a pattern of learning one school of thought, imitating their teacher, and 

developing their own unique school of thought. The appendices include transcriptions of the 

participants’ answers.  
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Introduction 

 

 

In 1846, Adolphe Sax patented the saxophone. Composers such as Rossini, Berlioz, and 

Donizetti praised the instrument as an added voice to the orchestra.1 The saxophone combined 

the flexibility of strings, the power of brass, and the color of the woodwinds.2 Sax struggled 

commercially, but during the 1850s the popularity of the saxophone slowly spread throughout 

the world.3 In the late nineteenth century, Patrick Gilmore and John Philip Sousa added 

saxophones to their instrumentation, modeling after French Military Bands.4 The saxophonists of 

these bands were largely self-taught, although they had prior experience with other wind 

instruments. Vaudeville shows frequently featured the saxophone, which decreased its legitimacy 

as a classical instrument. As the twentieth century began, the saxophone spread throughout the 

United States as more jazz artists began playing the saxophone. This period in the 1920s was 

called the “saxophone craze,” when more than 500,000 saxophones were manufactured and sold 

in the United States.5 Artists in the Sousa and Gilmore bands, as well as Rudy Wiedoeft and 

Sidney Bechet, became champions of the instrument, demonstrating that it was worth serious 

study in the United States.   

In Europe during the 1920s, Sigurd Raschèr studied clarinet, but began playing the 

saxophone in a dance band for extra money. Frustrated with his poor playing, as well as his 

                                                 
1. Ĺon Kochnitzky, Adolphe Sax & His Saxophone. (New York, NY: Belgian Government Information Center, 

1949), 18. 

2. Arthur Edward Johnstone, Instruments of the Modern Symphony Orchestra. (New York, NY: Carl Fischer, 

Inc., 1917), 36. 

3. Joseph McNeill Murphy, "Early Saxophone Instruction in American Educational Institutions." (D.M.A., 

Northwestern University, 1994), 4 

4. Ibid., 16, 20. 

5. Ibid., 35. 
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interest in the potential for the saxophone, Raschèr explored and experimented with the 

instrument’s overtone series. Eventually, Raschèr premiered concertos by Edmund von Borck, 

Alexander Glazunov, and Lars Erik Larsson. Also during this time, the saxophonist Marcel Mule 

actively performed in Europe. As their careers developed, Marcel Mule was appointed 

Saxophone Teacher at the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique in Paris in 1942 while 

Raschèr continued concertizing on the saxophone in the United States and around the world. 

Concurrently, Jazz remained the primary genre of choice for saxophonists in the United 

States from the 1920s to the 1940s. In the aftermath of the saxophone craze and the G.I. Bill, 

formal saxophone instruction expanded in the United States through the work of teachers such as 

Cecil Leeson, Larry Teal, and Joe Allard. Notably, the University of Michigan offered doctoral 

degrees in saxophone in 1953 under Larry Teal. Many of Teal’s students went on to teach at 

major universities, including Patrick Meighan, Donald Sinta, Steven Mauk, and John Sampen. 

Around 1949, Sigurd Raschèr performed at the Midwest Clinic in Chicago where a young 

saxophonist named Eugene Rousseau sat in the audience.6 Rousseau began playing the 

saxophone in the fourth grade, but later studied clarinet which became his primary instrument in 

his formal studies in University.7 Rousseau had a multitude of musical experiences prior to 1960 

from playing the clarinet in various orchestras, performing saxophone with dance bands, 

conducting bands, and performing classical works for saxophone. Rousseau eventually was 

awarded a Fulbright Grant to formally study saxophone with Marcel Mule in 1960. The year 

spent with Mule had a profound impact on Rousseau’s performing and teaching. Rousseau would 

eventually become a full-time instructor of saxophone at Indiana University in 1964. Rousseau’s 

                                                 
6. Thomas Liley, Eugene Rousseau: With Casual Brilliance. (North American Saxophone Alliance, 2011), 5. 

7. Ibid., 3.  
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teaching and international performing career grew quickly, leading him to become one of the 

world’s most prominent master teacher and saxophonist. 

Patrick Meighan, a native of Ohio, began his saxophone studies under Samuel Pattie. He 

attended the Baldwin-Wallace Conservatory in Ohio studying under the oboist Galan Kral for a 

Bachelor of Music degree the went to University of Michigan for his master’s degree under 

Larry Teal. In 1974, Meighan became the first full-time saxophone instructor at Florida State 

University. Although Meighan had heard of the name “Raschèr” from the mouthpiece line, he 

went to his first Raschèr Workshop shortly after his appointment at FSU.8 The workshop and 

further contact with members of the “Raschèr School” were highly influential on Meighan’s 

performing. His students have gone to teach at other schools and perform actively with the Mana 

and Singularity Saxophone Quartets. Three out of the four members of the current Raschèr 

Saxophone Quartet, one of the few full-time saxophone quartets, were Meighan’s students at one 

point. Meighan retired from Florida State in 2015 and continues to perform and teach in 

Southwest Florida. 

 Eric Nestler is currently Professor of Saxophone at the University of North Texas. He is 

an active recitalist internationally and also is on the leadership of the North American Saxophone 

Alliance.9 Nestler received his undergraduate degree in Music Education from Susquehanna 

University, received a Master of Music degree in Woodwind Instruments and the Doctor of 

Music Literature and Performance Degree Indiana University School of Music. At Indiana 

University, Nestler studied clarinet with James Campbell, bassoon with Sidney Rosenberg, and 

saxophone with Eugene Rousseau.  

                                                 
8. Patrick Meighan, interview by author, Plant City, June 3, 2017. 

9. “Eric Nestler,” University of North Texas College of Music, accessed October 15, 2018 
https://music.unt.edu/faculty-and-staff/eric-nestler. 
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Literature Review 

 

Several studies have been done on the lives and pedagogy of major American 

saxophonists Cecil Leeson,10 Joe Allard,11 and Larry Teal,12 who were some of the first to teach 

in higher education. These teachers received little formal saxophone instruction, but eventually 

became successful pedagogues. The three had similar concepts of embouchure, tone imagination, 

and musicality. They had no tradition of saxophone playing preceding them. Peculiarly, no 

studies of this sort have focused on the life and teaching of Sigurd Raschèr. All of the scholarly 

information known of Raschèr is from his method books, his instructional video by the Buescher 

company, and his collection of essays compiled by Lee Patrick. Raschèr’s daughter and student, 

Carina Raschèr, wrote Guide Book for the Saxophone Teacher which gives scholars and 

saxophonists a glimpse into her experiences with teaching.13 A biography and collection of 

interviews of Raschèr’s student, James Houlik, was created by Scott Sandberg, but this only one 

of a few known accounts of Raschèr’s teaching influence on a student.14  

                                                 
10. Mark Hulsebos, “Cecil Leeson: The Pioneering of the Concert Saxophone in America from 1921 to 1941.” 

(D.A. diss., Ball State University, 1989). 

11. Debra Jean McKim. "Joseph Allard: His Contributions to Saxophone Pedagogy and Performance.” (D.A. 

diss., University of Northern Colorado, 2000). 

12. Ruth Lucile Calder Colegrove. "Study of Larry Teal's Influence on Saxophone Pedagogy in the United 

States.” (D.M.A. thesis, University of Georgia, 2001). 

13. Carina Raschèr, Guide Book for the Saxophone Teacher. (Lexington, KY, 2014). 

14. Scott Sandberg, “James Houlik: Life of a Tenor Saxophone Specialist.” (D.M.A. essay, University of Iowa, 

2010). 
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In contrast, Eugene Rousseau has been the center of a number of scholarly sources. 

Thomas Liley wrote Eugene Rousseau: With Casual Brilliance a book containing a thorough 

biography of Rousseau, a series of essays describing Rousseau’s pedagogical approach to the 

saxophone, and an extended appendix of works, recordings, and a list of students taught by 

Rousseau.15 Rousseau was also one of three saxophone teachers focused on in Julian Nolan’s 

Dissertation “Fostering Artistry and Pedagogy: Conversations with Artist-Teachers Fredrick 

Hemke, Eugene Rousseau, and Donald Sinta.”16 Gail Hall also focused his D.M.A. thesis on 

Rousseau’s life and teaching in “Eugene Rousseau: His Life and the Saxophone.”17 Rousseau has 

written his own method books and has released a video series on his approach to saxophone 

pedagogy. Most of these writings pertain to technical aspects of saxophone playing including 

tone, embouchure, tonguing, and fingering exercises. 

In another pedagogical article, Call studied three highly effective teachers of the Tuba 

and created “three spheres” of studio teaching.18 Call gives twenty-one principles under 

interpersonal, musical, and pedagogical skills that all three instructors had.  

 Generally, the amount of research that has been done focusing on private teaching is 

much smaller than that of classroom instruction. In 1988, Clifford Madsen said that the “attitudes 

toward all issues relating to applied music study” should be further researched to give the 

research the “influence it deserves.”19 Charles Schmidt echoed Madsen’s statement, adding that 

                                                 
15. Thomas Liley, Eugene Rousseau: With Casual Brilliance. (North American Saxophone Alliance, 2011). 

16. Julian Nolan, “Fostering Artistry and Pedagogy: Conversations with Artist-Teachers Fredrick Hemke, 

Eugene Rousseau, and Donald Sinta.” (PhD diss., University of British Columbia, 2012). 

17. Gail Russell Hall, “Eugene Rousseau: His Life and the Saxophone.” (D.M.A. Thesis, University of 
Oklahoma, 1996).  

18. Robert Call, “Tuba Studio Teaching: Three Case Studies of Highly Effective Teachers,” (PhD. Diss., 
University of Utah, 2000).  

19. Clifford K. Madsen, “Senior Researcher Award Acceptance Address.” Journal of Research in Music 

Education 36 No. 3, (Fall 1988): 134. 
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applied teaching has been “learned from anecdotal and informal speculation.”20 William 

Fredrickson’s studies on attitudes of private teaching revealed that over eighty percent of 

graduate and undergraduate music students expect or hope to teach privately.21 However, he 

noted that students spent “little curricular time” receiving instruction on private teaching.22  

 One of the most significant studies regarding the phenomenon of private music 

instruction is Robert Duke’s and Amy Simmons’s “19 Principles of Effective Instruction 

Demonstrated by Three Distinguished Artist-Teachers in Music.”23 They found three main areas 

in which these nineteen elements fell: goals and expectations, effecting change, and conveying 

information.24 Each element is described and an example is given.  

 Pedagogy and performance practice are emphasized in the body of research of Master 

Teachers, but when students recollect and remember their teachers, they remember both the 

teachings and the teacher together. Due to the extended amount of time applied teachers spend 

with their students for degree requirements, applied teachers can and will develop personal 

relationships with their students. Jo Clemmons expanded on the research of Hal Abeles’ finding 

of the idea of “rapport” being a dominant aspect of applied lessons.25 After interviews and 

observations with multiple master teachers and their students, Clemmons found four ways that 

teachers can build a positive rapport with students. The ways centered around “teacher expertise, 

                                                 
20. Charles P. Schmidt, "Systematic Research in Applied Music Instruction: A Review of the Literature." The 

Quarterly Journal of Music Teaching And Learning 3, no. 2 (Summer 1992): 44. 

21. William E. Fredrickson, "Music Majors' Attitudes Toward Private Lesson Teaching After Graduation: A 

Replication and Extension." Journal of Research In Music Education 55, no. 4 (December 2007): 331. 

22. Ibid., 341. 

23. Robert A. Duke and Amy L. Simmons, “G Narrative Descriptions of 19 Common Elements Observed in the 

Lessons of Three Renowned Artist-Teachers. Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education No. 170 (Fall 

2006). 

24. Ibid., 11. 
25. Jo Clemmons, "The Importance of Being Earnest: Rapport in the Applied Studio." College Music 

Symposium 49/50, (2009/2010): 257. 
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a safe learning environment, clear expectations coupled with relational boundaries, and an 

enthusiastic teaching style.”26 

 Applied teachers teach more than just the pedagogy of the instrument. Students develop 

their own values or learn their teacher’s values depending on the choices made by their teacher.27 

Burwell discussed the master-apprentice relationship that occurs in applied music.28 Burwell 

states that the master must “ensure [that] a model” is present for the student.29 This model not 

only teaches the student how to perform, but also how to act in professional settings.30 Burwell 

found that the teacher model gives students cultural and philosophical knowledge that may 

become foundation to the students entire career.   

 Method books and pedagogical literature have been effective ways for saxophonists to 

share their formal knowledge of the instrument. A popular book is Larry Teal’s The Art of 

Saxophone Playing, which includes saxophone history, pedagogy, ideas for phrasing, tips for 

doubling, a list of repertoire, as well as pictures and diagrams for further understanding. In 

contrast, Carina Raschèr's Guide Book for the Saxophone Teacher, explains that her book is 

meant to give an idea of her teaching, “nothing more, nothing less.”31 It has few pedagogically 

related pictures, and has the teacher in mind with its suggestions. The back of Raschèr’s book 

includes repertoire that differ Teal’s list.   

                                                 
26. Ibid., 263. 

27. Clifford K. Madsen, "Individual Responsibility: Fact or Fantasy." Improving College and University 

Teaching 13, no. 4 (1965): 207.  

28. Kim Burwell, "Apprenticeship in Music: A Contextual Study for Instrumental Teaching and 

Learning." International Journal of Music Education 31, no. 3 (August 2013): 276.  

29. Ibid., 280. 

30. Ibid, 281. 

31. C. Raschèr, Guide Book for the Saxophone Teacher, 4. 
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Two popular books for developing the altissimo register on the saxophone are Sigurd 

Raschèr’s Top Tones for the Saxophone,32 and Rousseau’s Saxophone High Tones.33  Both books 

acknowledged the need for the saxophonists to be sufficient in the altissimo register as more and 

more repertoire demands the extended range although on a historically, Léon Kochnitzky writes 

of the original range of the saxophone being three octaves.34 Both books take the reader through 

a sequence in order to attain notes above the keyed range of the saxophone. In Top-Tones, 

Raschèr emphasizes “tone imagination” for accurate intonation and tone production.35 Tone 

imagination is the concept of audiating a tone different than one that is being played. The 

sequence in the book contains exercises for air support, uniformity of tone character, tone 

imagination exercises, overtone exercises, special exercises for the altissimo register, and scales 

in overtones. In the exercise “Octaves, Fourths and Fifths,” Raschèr instructs the student to think 

of only one aspect of their playing in the exercise for an extended period of time. Top-Tones 

places an emphasis on the cognitive aspects of playing the upper register of the saxophone. In 

contrast, Rousseau focuses on the acoustical nature of the saxophone as its basis. Rousseau 

begins with how to form an embouchure as well as pitches to be played on the mouthpiece alone 

to test the embouchure. Then Rousseau presents Closed Tube Exercises built from the overtone 

series. The reader is instructed to change the embouchure and air pressure to produce the tones 

rather than audiating the note. From there, Rousseau spends a considerable amount of time 

explaining the saxophone’s acoustics and sequences the rest of the exercises on what higher 

tones are easiest for the saxophone to produce. The book provides an extensive list of altissimo 

                                                 
32. Sigurd M. Raschèr, Top-Tones for the Saxophone. (New York, NY: Carl Fischer Inc., 1983). 

33. Eugene Rousseau, Saxophone High Tones. (Maryland Heights, MO: Lauren Keiser Music Publishing, 

2008). 

34. Léon Kochnitzky, Adolphe Sax and his Saxophone (New York: Belgian Government 

Information Center, 1949), 15. 

35. S. Raschèr, Top-Tones, 8. 
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fingerings for soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones as well as separate exercises for 

articulations. Other than the explanation of the saxophone embouchure and saxophone acoustics, 

Rousseau provides little instruction between each exercise. Both books have brought success to 

many saxophonists and teachers as they accomplish the same goal. Raschèr takes a more aural 

and audiation approach while Rousseau focuses more on the physical aspects of the saxophone 

itself.  

 John Logsdon’s dissertation “An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Pedagogical 

Materials for the Saxophone Published Between 1969-1992” is a well-researched collection and 

commentary on contemporary saxophone method books and etudes.36 Logsdon found that most 

methods were written by European saxophonists, particularly the French.37 Currently, there is a 

lack of method books from German and American traditions to help students and teachers play 

the large summation of saxophone music from those nations. 

 Regarding books, saxophonists have to keep in mind that they are only tools, and cannot 

provide a complete and comprehensive education on saxophone. They only provide formal 

knowledge and ideas of playing, not the actual playing in the community itself. As David Elliot 

writes, musicianship is a proceduralized form of knowledge which combines formal, informal, 

impressionistic, and supervisory knowledge into the actual performing of music.38 This is why 

the inclusion of a teacher is important to the music learning process.  

 

Purpose Statement 

 

                                                 
36. Logsdon, John Anthony. "An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Pedagogical Materials for the Saxophone 

Published between 1969-1992." (D.M.A. diss., University of Georgia, 1996). 

37. Ibid., 82. 

38. David Elliot, Music Matters. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1995), 54. 
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The purpose of this study is to analyze and describe the similarities and differences in 

educating saxophonists between two prominent teachers from diverse American traditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 

 

 The method for this study was an oral survey of ten questions. The same questions were 

asked to each participant. The participants received the written questions a week in advance to 

have time to reflect and gather their information. Each participant had as much time needed to 

answer each question, this which allowed the participants to elaborate with questions they feel 

strongly about. The questions were based on research previously cited, as well as situational 

issues. After the data was gathered, answers to questions were analyzed and compared to prior 

research as well as compared with one another. 
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 The participants were selected due to their time and experience teaching as well as their 

interactions with older master teachers of saxophone. 

 

Below is the list of questions to be asked: 

1. How much did each one of your teachers influence your own teaching? Do you try to 

teach similar to them? How did that influence change over time? 

2. When a student comes in prepared for a weekly lesson, what is the structure of that 

lesson? Conversely, what happens when they are not prepared? 

3. During your lessons at the University level, how did you teach your students 

fundamentals? Are there technical goals to be fulfilled through the year or is it worked on 

as it becomes an issue? 

4. How do you teach students to be critical of their own playing? 

5. How much control do your students have over their own curriculum? (i.e. picking 

repertoire, making stylistic choices.) When are they able to decide? 

6. How do you train your students to be teachers after they graduate?  

7. How do you prepare for students for a career of performing outside of academia? 

8. Did you use competition in your studio? If so, in what ways did you use it to motivate 

your students? 

9. How do you approach teaching a young high school student compared to a doctoral 

performance student? 

10. What values do you believe to have instilled in your students and how did you teach 

them? 
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Analysis 

 

1. Teachers and Influence 

 

 Galan Kral, Patrick Meighan’s private teacher during Meighan’s undergraduate years, is 

his primary influence in his teaching. Although he respected Larry Teal, Meighan did not feel 

that Teal was as much of an influence Teal as Kral. Eric Nestler had studied with twenty 

individual teachers on five different instruments. Notably, Nestler studied saxophone with 
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Eugene Rousseau, clarinet with James Campbell, and bassoon with Sidney Rosenburg. Similar to 

Meighan, Nestler resonated with one teacher, Rousseau, with whom he spent the most time. 

Another influence in Meighan’s teaching was his interest in attending seminars and 

masterclasses by performers such as the Guarneri String Quartet and André Watts. Nestler was 

also exposed to similar experiences as the majority of his teachers had backgrounds playing in 

orchestral settings.  

 Although an oboist, Kral taught Meighan at the Baldwin-Wallace Conservatory of Music 

starting in 1967. Kral played with the Baltimore Symphony for approximately a decade. Kral 

taught oboe, saxophone, and music theory at the Conservatory. Meighan recalled that, although 

being a professional oboist and a talented pianist, Kral could barely play the G major scale on the 

saxophone. Kral had to utilize other teaching techniques besides modeling on the saxophone. 

Kral instead modeled on oboe so that Meighan could transfer the information to saxophone 

playing. Kral taught using Socratic techniques. He would have the student answer a series of 

questions to lead to the student to an appropriate answer. Meighan remembers Kral looking at the 

music from a standpoint of style and musical architecture from his background in music theory. 

In a similar manner, Rousseau was known for his “scholarly approach” in guiding students to the 

correct answer.39 Meighan was instructed by Kral to listen to the “best musicians play the best 

music.” Meighan recalled listening to piano, violin, and some oboe works during this period of 

his study. Meighan remembers that Kral was genuine, authentic, and cared for his students. From 

Kral, Meighan utilized the Socratic method in his teaching in order to get his students to become 

“critical musical thinker[s].” Kral wanted to find how each student could be taught best based on 

                                                 
39. Thomas Liley, Eugene Rousseau: With Casual Brilliance. (North American Saxophone Alliance, 2011), 99. 
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their personality. Teaching to the individual is also important to Nestler; however, a distinction 

of his is that he begins with the students’ strength.40 

 Meighan had few words to say regarding his studies with Teal. Meighan remembers Teal 

as being very exacting during their time together. Quoting Meighan, Teal would say “this is out 

of tune, fix it, do this,” without much explanation. Meighan respected Teal, but he felt as a 

teacher, Kral influenced him much more.  

 Meighan’s independent experiences in jazz music allowed him to guide students through 

discriminating between jazz and classical styles as he found that his students were interested in 

both. By discriminating between jazz and classical playing, Meighan finds that it helps both 

styles to be played authentically. Meighan teaches his students that classical style centers around 

“phrasing, playing between the notes, [and] developing horizontal intensity.” Jazz, on the other 

hand, is “more vertical, rhythmically much more free” without the intensity between notes. 

 In terms of influence over time, Meighan roots his teaching to be similar to Kral, but as 

time went on, Meighan integrated his own concepts from other orchestral musicians and 

independent studies in jazz. In the beginning of his teaching career, Meighan wanted to teach 

similar to Kral because of Kral’s success. Over time, Meighan began to read different books on 

pedagogy as well as a number of masterclasses that also influenced his teaching. Although he did 

not mention his time at Sigurd Raschèr’s Saxophone Workshops in the summers, Meighan 

mentioned seminars and masterclass taught by the Guarneri String Quartet and Pianist André 

Watts. In reflecting on these experiences, Meighan found that orchestral players taught 

differently than saxophone players. During the sixties and seventies, Meighan would attend 

                                                 
40. See Nestler’s response to question two.  
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saxophone masterclasses where he found that the teachers gave students terse feedback. He 

thought these masterclasses were not “inspirational” to him.  

 Nestler believes that because he has learned from so many different teachers, he now 

teaches “in his own way.” The amalgamation of bassoon, flute, clarinet, oboe, and saxophone 

teachers most likely gave Nestler a diverse amount of experiences to draw upon in his teaching.  

 

2. Lesson Structure 

 From the beginning of the semester, Meighan begins to teach his students the structure of 

each lesson. The goal of the first lesson is to determine what repertoire and exercises will 

encompass the content of the lesson throughout the semester. Meighan will lead a discussion 

with individual students order to ensure that they are playing appropriate material. Generally, 

Meighan will assign etudes by Franz Wilhelm Ferling, Guy Lacour, and Sigfrid Karg-Elert, and 

Joseph Sellner. This way, students understand what is expected of them for the whole semester. 

As the year goes on, Meighan will adjust the repertoire. Students can pick what will be worked 

on in each lesson from the prescribed list as long as they are able to get through everything. 

Similarly, Nestler identifies the strengths and weaknesses of the student and structures lessons 

around the areas that the student needs to improve. 

 In each lesson, Nestler addresses fundamental aspects of saxophone playing including 

tone, intonation, and technique as well as phrasing, and repertoire. Meighan also addresses these 

issues with a Socratic Method. He believes it develops students to be lifelong learners with the 

ability to teach themselves. 

 When students are not prepared for their lesson, both teachers will still give the student 

instruction. Nestler will have a shorter lesson with the student while Meighan will have a 
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conversation with the student regarding their motivations for studying music and practice habits. 

After that lesson, Meighan recommends unprepared students not to attend their lesson as it 

would be a “waste.” This approach generally works for him. If a pattern of unpreparedness 

occurred at the University of North Texas, Nestler finds that these students tend to choose a 

different major.   

 

3. Teaching Fundamentals 

 Both teachers included that they have fundamental goals for each student to fulfill by the 

end of the semester. Since the University of North Texas has around ninety students enrolled in 

saxophone lessons, Nestler created a document that lists the specific requirements for each level 

of study. During his time at Florida State University, Meighan had teaching assistants lead a 

techniques class once a week which included instruction on overtones, articulation, vibrato, etc. 

This way, fundamentals can be reinforced in the lesson while working on repertoire. Nestler 

notes that he addresses fundamentals in each lesson. Both teachers understand that developing 

fundamentals is an important part of saxophone playing. 

 In his answer, Meighan also discussed how fundamentals develop discipline for his 

students. Over the years, Meighan found that students were not accustomed to a weekly routine 

and they wanted to play repertoire. Meighan explains to his students that fundamentals are 

integrated into the overall goal of making music. Meighan emphasizes “playing scales 

musically.” He intends for his students to play their scales with dynamics, phrasing, and stylistic 

articulations so it is easier for students to transfer scales to their repertoire. 

 

4. Developing Self-Awareness 
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 The two teachers have contrasting approaches to teaching students to be critical of their 

own playing and interpretation of repertoire. Meighan places more emphasis on developing this 

skill in the lesson while Nestler has his students explore outside of the lesson.  

Meighan answered the question through a Socratic dialogue between himself and a 

hypothetical student. In this dialogue, the student plays a passage, but without realizing it, plays 

without dynamic contrast. Meighan then leads this student to realize that he played no dynamics 

without telling the student explicitly. Meighan will question the student for every part of the 

phrase including dynamics, vibrato, articulation, phrase length, etc. By individually addressing 

these areas, the student learns the process of reflecting on their own playing.   

Nestler has his students learn the score to their repertoire by themselves first, without 

listening to recordings. After the student has learned a piece, Nestler encourages the student to 

listen to as many recordings as possible to compare their interpretations to others. This way the 

student becomes independent in their interpretation. Within the lesson, Nestler and the student 

analyze phrase structures similar to Meighan, with the exception that Nestler compares different 

editions where he and the student find typos or differences in the formal structure of the edition. 

Meighan encourages students to develop self-awareness outside of the lesson by 

recording their own playing and listening to it. This way students independently make their own 

critiques by comparing what they thought they played to what they actually played.  
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5. Student control over the curriculum 

 In the beginning, students have little control over the curriculum for both Meighan and 

Nestler. Meighan points out that beginning students usually do not understand the different styles 

of the repertoire. He also mentions that some students erroneously focus on how well they sound 

rather than analyzing their phrasing and stylistic choices. Meighan also found that young 

students were playing music that was inappropriate for them. The goal of these students was to 

develop facility and technique rather than other musical details such as “connecting notes, 

appropriate vibrato, tapering notes,” etc. Meighan has a collection of slower works and etudes 

that students work on at the beginning, so they can develop these other skills without focusing on 

technique. This sentiment is similar with Rousseau. In Rousseau’s edition of Wilhelm Ferling’s 

48 Famous Studies for Oboe or Saxophone, only the slow etudes are included to emphasize 

saxophonists’ development of lyricism which was at the “core” of his approach to playing.41 

 Both Nestler and Meighan encourage their students to learn about the tradition and 

history of classical saxophone. Nestler has his students listen to music, attend recitals, read about 

the saxophone and its significant contributors. From there, students will become more involved 

in making their own decisions in selecting repertoire and making stylistic choices. Meighan has a 

collection of repertoire he thinks that are important for students to experience during their 

undergraduate studies. These works include the Alexander Glazunov’s Concerto, Ernst-Lothar 

von Knorr’s Sonata, Wolfgang Jacobi’s Sonata, Erwin Dressel’s Partita, and Alfred Desenclos’ 

Prelude, Cadence, et Finale. 

 

 

                                                 
41. T. Liley, Eugene Rousseau, 129. 
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6. Preparing students to teach 

 Both Nestler and Meighan responded with how much of an impact being a model teacher 

is on their students. Meighan encourages his students to find their own way to teach after some 

time. Meighan wants his students to learn what is appropriate to think about when teaching and 

what their goals in teaching should be. Meighan also tries to keep his students organized so that 

skill will transfer into their own teaching. He hopes that his students, after imitating for a few 

years, think critically of their techniques and will adjust their teaching to suit their needs. Nestler 

also acts as a model. He points out that he not only models in the lesson, but also in 

masterclasses and clinics. The responses of response reflects Burwell’s findings on master-

apprentice relationships.42 Modeling was an effective technique not only for teaching 

performance, but teaching and professional behavior as well. 

 

7. Preparing students for a performing career 

Nestler and Meighan do have different ideas when it comes to helping students prepare 

for a career in performing. The University of North Texas has a strong entrepreneurship program 

and if students would like to have a career performing, Nestler recommends this curriculum to 

them. Nestler often he helps students create cover letters and resumes. Nestler also has his 

students record their recitals and has them active in performing at music festivals and similar 

events.  

Meighan acknowledges that it is difficult for classical saxophonists to find work without 

connections to Academia. Meighan points out that the now successful Raschèr Saxophone 

                                                 
42.  K. Burwell, “Apprenticeship in Music.”  
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Quartet took ten years to cultivate into a full-time ensemble. While there are over two thousand 

works including the saxophone within a symphony orchestra, the instrument is commonly 

utilized to add color and so there are not many full-time positions. He encourages his students to 

learn multiple styles and learn flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, and even bassoon. Although he does 

not explicitly discourage it, Meighan gives students insight into the realistic aspects of 

performing classical saxophone for a living.  

 

8. Competition 

The definition of competition in the context of this question was left ambiguous as 

teachers will interpret it differently and create values based on their definition. Both teachers 

stated they utilized competitions in their studios, particularly concerto and performing 

competitions. Nestler’s only use of competition is requiring his students to participate in the 

University Texas concerto of North Texas concerto competition. Besides that, Neslter admitted 

he does not use competition with his students as he found that it “foments negativity.” This is 

consistent with Clemmons’ findings of a teacher’s rapport with students.43 Competition may lead 

students to an environment they do not feel safe to express themselves. 

Meighan held competition in a more positive light; however, he is careful with what 

students participate in competitions. Meighan makes sure his students have the right “mindset” to 

compete. Meighan is referring to students’ understanding that they should play as “musically 

authentic” as they can. Meighan points out that the student needs to keep in mind that performing 

in the competition is not about winning. In his younger days, Meighan competed in swimming 

competitions and transfers the experience to saxophone competitions. In swimming, it is not 

                                                 
43. J. Clemmons, “The importance of Being Earnest.”   
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about winning the race, but having the best personal time or in this case performance. Sometimes 

he uses competition as a way to get students to practice more. If a student or a chamber group is 

performing really well, Meighan will ask them if they would be interested in competing as he 

knows they will find success.  

 

9. Comparison of High School Student and Doctoral Student 

 Nestler does not spend too much time with high school students. When a high school 

student comes in for a lesson, they will have one piece well prepared. The lesson will mostly 

include adding detail and nuance to the prepared piece. For a doctoral student, Nestler has them 

learn a “considerable” amount of repertoire, not all of which gets worked on in the lesson, but as 

the student prepares for a recital, the pieces will be worked on with much more in depth.  

 Meighan has more experience with high school students and he found that most high 

school students do not have strong fundamentals and are less mature in their cognitive 

development. Some of the fundamentals these students typically lack are air support, articulation, 

vibrato, and phrasing. Doctoral students usually have none of these issues. He does find that 

some will have bad habits that do need to be changed, but the young high school student usually 

does not have any good habits. For Meighan, a commonality with both types of students is that 

the “goal[s] of playing the phrase and playing [it]… musical” are identical.  
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10. Values 

 In this item, Nestler put his values succinctly. He strives to “teach independent thought, 

musicianship, and skill development.” Nestler believes he communicates these to his students in 

each lesson.  

 Meighan provided different values in his response. He hobpes that students are honest, 

authentic, and enjoy music for its own sake. Meighan believes that musicians are to put the 

music before their own ego or pride. Meighan also believes that this honesty or lack thereof can 

be heard within a performance. He speculates that this could come out in the form of body 

language in the performer. In his own words: “All the right stuff can be there. You can play all 

the right notes and it’s clean, it’s in tune and all that, but something is missing.” Meighan 

referred to this idea as misusing the music as a “vehicle to show [the performer] as a celebrity.” 

For Meighan, if the performer could perform a piece, for no one other than themselves and still 

enjoy it, this was the “right” reason. The reason is not the applause at the end of the performance, 

but for the enjoyment of music itself. 
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Conclusions 

 

 Although Meighan’s education included studies with Sigurd Raschèr and is associated 

with colleagues and ensembles influenced by Raschèr, it was interesting to find that Raschèr’s 

teaching was not a major influence on the way Meighan taught. Nestler and Meighan both said 

their greatest influence in teaching were the teachers with whom they spent the most time. Kral 

and Rousseau were the teachers that modeled the most for Nestler and Meighan. Teacher 

behaviors taught by modeling is a topic that can be studied more. How much does modeling 

affect how students teach in the private lesson setting? Both Neslter and Meighan had a 

multitude of teacher models from diverse backgrounds, which could also be a reason why these 

two teachers are effective.  

 The saxophone is not a regular member of the orchestra, but these two teachers had 

extensive instruction from individuals with an abundance of orchestral experience. The tradition 

of classical saxophone playing has its origins in orchestral repertoire; however, it is a more 

recent tradition in contrast to strings, double reeds, clarinet, etc. Julia Nolan has investigated 

“musical lineage” or the trends that are passed down from teacher to student.44 Nolan was able to 

find a two-hundred-year lineage of teachers and students from Ludwig van Beethoven to Jane 

Coop. Performance practice and stylistic knowledge has been refined over centuries for 

musicians of other instruments. By learning from musicians with these refined legacies, both 

Meighan and Nestler had access to the knowledge of those styles. Similarly, Kral and Rousseau 

                                                 
44. J. Nolan. “Fostering Artistry and Pedagogy,” 38. 
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were also taught by musicians with extensive traditions. The results in this study suggest that 

learning from masters well-versed in classical styles is highly recommended for saxophonists 

that perform and teach.  

 One interesting finding from the study regards the response to the item concerning 

competition. These two master teachers both utilized competition in their teaching but had 

diverging answers. A culture of competition within a studio can be studied more as well as the 

nature of formal competitions. One suggestion may be to study the effects of a competition on 

practice habits of undergraduate students. Another study could look further into Nestler’s 

response stating competition “foments negativity.” This study would see how a competition 

might affect students’ peer to peer feedback as well as a student’s feedback regarding their own 

playing.  

 Another significant result from this study concerns the issue of values. Both teachers 

wanted their students to become independent and this value is reflected in most of their answers. 

For Nestler, he wanted his students to be able to perform at a high level independent of 

instruction. For Meighan, it is to have the student enjoy music independent of extrinsic factors. 

The results of this study suggest the value of fostering independence in students is common 

among teachers of different traditions.  

 These teachers two teachers also had a pattern in the development of their teaching. They 

learned one school of thought, imitated the teacher they spent the most time with, and eventually 

found their own techniques. The two teachers recognize they are a part of the legacy of their 

former teachers but evolved a way of teaching of their own. A strong foundation, time, and 

experience teaching formed new schools of thought. If the goal of Kral and Rousseau was to 

teach their students to be unique musicians and teachers, the results of this study show that the 
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two were successful. Neither participant pinpointed a single moment when they realized their 

own teaching identity. Their techniques and practices developed slowly over a long period of 

time. These teachers found that the techniques they imitated and the ones that they eventually 

developed were both effective.  

 The two participants built their own teaching upon a foundation of techniques and values. 

Their teachers both performed and taught at a high level. Both Kral and Rousseau had a 

considerable amount of experience performing professionally. Time and experience teaching 

alone may not have produced the same results for Meighan or Nestler.  

 Schools of thought is a popular term in discussing the legacy of master teachers. 

Merriam-Webster defines school of thought as “a way of thinking.”45 These two teachers created 

their own way of thinking that they modeled for their students. If the phenomenon of imitation 

developing into unique techniques is true, these students will initially teach just as Meighan and 

Nestler taught them, and eventually find their own school or way of thinking. Commonly, 

schools of thought refer only to the master teachers, but it is possible that this pattern of imitation 

leading to original teaching creates a school of thought for every individual with a strong 

foundation of instruction, time and experience.  

 Future scholars can utilize the results of this study as a philosophical basis for further 

empirical study. One of the limitations of this study was the limit of its scope. The study only 

looked at two master teachers who were originally thought to teach one particular school of 

thought. In searching for effective techniques in the private lesson setting, it is advisable to 

gather information from a diverse body of instructors as the two master teachers who participated 

in this study studied with a diverse group of teachers. An amalgamation of techniques may not 

                                                 
45. Merriam-Webster.com, s.v. “School of Thought,” accessed November 6, 2018, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/school%20of%20thought  
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find what is most effective, but it will allow future private teachers to find techniques they can 

imitate until they find their own.  

 

 

 

Appendix A: Interview with Eric Nestler 

 

This interview was recorded on October 2nd, 2018 

 

 

1. How much did each one of your teachers influence your own teaching? Do you try to teach 

similar to them? How did that influence change over time? 

 

Well as a student I’ve had the opportunity to study with about twenty different private 

instructors on five different woodwind instruments. Each instructor made a significant impact on 

me, my education, and subsequently the way that I teach. In the end, I try to teach like Dr. 

Rousseau yet I’ve been influenced by so many different people I think I teach in my own way.  

 

2. When a student comes in prepared for a weekly lesson, what is the structure of that lesson? 

Conversely, what happens when they are not prepared? 

 

Each student is unique and individual. As such I try to teach each person individually. 

Each one has specific experiences, knowledge and skills. It is my hope to build upon their 

strengths and improve aspects of musicianship in need. The first semester freshman has needs 

different than the returning DMA student, yet in lessons with everyone I attempt to address 

topics of tone, intonation, technique, phrasing, and repertoire. When a student is unprepared, 
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lessons tend to be short and if this becomes a trend, typically, the student chooses a different 

major.  

 

 

 

3. During your lessons at the University level, how did you teach your students fundamentals? 

Are there technical goals to be fulfilled through the year or is it worked on as it becomes an 

issue? 

 

Ideally, fundamentals are addressed in every lesson. Exercises I have learned from others 

are shared with my students. At UNT we have approximately ninety people enrolled in 

saxophone lessons. In order to maintain a specific standard, there is a document that we have that 

outlines requirements for students at each level of study. So we are very precise with what 

students need to do at certain spots in their career.  

 

4. How do you teach students to be critical of their own playing? 

 

When learning literature, it is my hope that students do not listen to recordings at first. 

Once a student learns a piece, I hope that students will compare their interpretations with as 

many recorded examples as possible. In this way, the students becomes an independently 

thinking musician and saxophonist. Very often we’ll also talk about specific phrases in music 

and the analytical structure of a certain piece and maybe compare it with a different edition or 

maybe discuss various typos or how the formal structure might be changed.  
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5. How much control do your students have over their own curriculum? (i.e. picking repertoire, 

making stylistic choices.) When are they able to decide? 

 

As Freshmen, students have little control over choosing their own repertoire. I usually 

give them a considerable amount of guidance; however, this changes quickly. I strongly suggest 

that students listen to music, attend recitals, and read information about the saxophone, its 

literature, and the personalities that shaped it. As freshmen become sophomores and 

upperclassman, I expect them to be more active in the decision-making process. This includes 

repertoire choice as well as stylistic interpretation. 

 

6. How do you train your students to be teachers after they graduate?  

 

Well after a student graduates I have little control over their choices in direction. While 

they are at UNT however it is my hope that I serve as a role model through performing, teaching, 

and giving masterclasses and clinics.  

 

7. How do you prepare for students for a career of performing outside of academia? 
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At UNT we are fortunate to have a strong and successful program in entrepreneurship. 

There’s a curriculum designed to help students learn to create opportunities for themselves. 

Often, I assist the student in resume design and cover letters. Students create recordings from 

degree and non-degree recitals. Other students are active finding work at festivals and other 

events in which to participate.  

8. Did you use competition in your studio? If so, in what ways did you use it to motivate your 

students? 

 

With the exception of the UNT concerto competition, which I require of all my students 

studying saxophone, I do not use competition in my studio I find that it foments negativity.  

 

9. How do you approach teaching a young high school student compared to a doctoral 

performance student? 

  

Well as it turns out I don’t teach high school students on a regular basis. If a high school 

student comes to me, it is maybe to receive one lesson and I don’t have any regular students in 

high school. So the high school students that come to see me are well prepared with whatever 

piece they are going to play and I just help them polish it up a little bit. But doctoral students, I 

expect them to learn a considerable amount of literature and we may not polish everything 

immediately, as they prepare for a recital however, we do.  

 

 

10. What values do you believe to have instilled in your students and how did you teach them? 
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It is my hope to instill a sense of independent thought, musicianship, and skill 

development in all my students. In the end, as a teacher, it is my hope to become useless to my 

students. Students should be able to think for themselves. I aim to impart this with each lesson 

with each student  

Appendix B: Interview with Patrick Meighan 

 

This interview was recorded on August 4th, 2018 

 

1. How much did each one of your teachers influence your own teaching? Do you try to teach 

similar to them? How did that influence change over time? 

 

In the course of my answer I don’t think I’ll give you the answer, but I’ll give you a little 

background. It’s safe to say my primary influence was the teacher at Baldwin-Wallice College 

Dr. Galan Kral. He was a professional oboe player. Oboist at the Baltimore Symphony for about 

10/12 years, also was a wonderful pianist. And he’s the one that probably in my own way have 

integrated his concepts and distributed them through my own personality and my own way of 

teaching, but subconsciously he’s always there because he taught (he was very inspirational) that 

music was all about the music and the style and all about finding the architecture of it from a 

theoretical standpoint because he already taught theory at Baldwin-Wallace and integrated that it 

wasn’t separated from the music. It always made sense in terms of spinning a phrase, developing 

a proper proportion when you play in terms of dynamics, and all, everything. It was interesting 

because he was an oboist he could not demonstrate saxophone (appropriate saxophone tone 

quality or articulation). He would do his demonstrations on oboe. I remember one time he played 

the saxophone, he could barely play the G major scale on the saxophone, but he was a wonderful 
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and consummate musician. And obviously, I’ve subconsciously made transfers from oboe to 

saxophone. And he always encouraged me to listen to the best musicians play the best music. 

Hence, I found myself in the library listening to piano works, violin works, some oboe works, 

and I didn’t know what I was listening to at the time because I was relatively ignorant (I was 

primary a popular jazz player through my ear, I never had any formal jazz popular study, but I 

did that prior to entering the Baldwin-Wallace Conservatory of Music in ’67) and it was sort of a 

wake up call, our first lesson. So I just did what I was told but I could sense that he really cared 

for all of his students. Really wanted to make them the best musicians that they could be. He 

talked music with all of them he just didn’t talk about saxophone stuff, but it was musical. Again, 

I couldn’t articulate it at the time, I could just sense that he was very genuine, very authentic and 

he really cared for us you know. So I think he was the primary influence on me as a teacher and 

secondary was my studies with Larry Teal at the University of Michigan. 

 He was a little bit more, I don’t know, how can I describe it. He wasn’t as inspirational, 

but he was very exacting and he didn’t explain stuff too much. He used to say “well that was out 

of tune, fix it, do this” and I wasn’t used to that. I was used to Dr. Kral who taught very Socratic 

and taught with a lot of questions and he wanted me to be a critical thinker, a critical musical 

thinker. And that’s what I tried to over the years, tried to instill into my students. And try to find 

out how best they can grow in terms of their personality. How I can bring that to the fore and not 

teach everybody exactly the same. But that’s how again, the influence of Dr. Kral. That’s how he 

taught. And even I respected Larry Teal a lot, I had such a strong influence from Dr. Kral that I 

automatically compare the two. Even though I respected Teal it’s safe to say my primary 

influence was Dr. Kral.  
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In terms if I continue to teach like that… it probably subconsciously it changed over time. I 

think in the beginning, I was a little bit more by the book with Dr. Kral because he was so 

successful, but as I felt more and more comfortable and I think my personality, my way of doing 

things, started to integrated themselves into how I taught. I was interested in reading different 

books on pedagogy and was safe to say I was influenced by the masterclasses I went to over the 

years. I remember going to a string seminar or masterclass and workshop by the Guarneri string 

quartet. I remember when André Watts came to FSU and I attended a lot of his masterclasses. 

Again, it was primary orchestral players because I just noticed at least in that time, orchestral 

players tended to teach differently than a lot of saxophone teachers and players. No doubt 

because of their background. Many times, saxophone teachers and players, they don’t have that 

orchestral background in terms of stylistic understanding and priorities maybe. I tend to think, 

well over the years that some of the presentations I attended by saxophone players in the late 60s 

and 70s, most of them were sort of again, very matter of fact “make sure you play this in tune, 

play this exact, play the rhythm correct, make sure you develop discipline.” All of those are good 

things, but it wasn’t nearly as inspirational and they didn’t start with the music first and work 

your backward. What do you have to do in order to play the music to the best of your ability in 

terms of proper style. Over the years, I think my background in jazz started influenced me in 

separating the two different languages. I clarified my thoughts on what makes an effective 

orchestral player playing the saxophone and what makes an effective lead alto player or tenor 

player in a jazz band. Over the years I have discovered, just thinking about it, I do my best to 

play both as authentically as I can. I notice two or three distinctions which over the year I found 

out that some people don’t articulate that in terms of phrasing, playing between the notes, 

developing horizontal intensity. That is generally not found when you are playing jazz. It is a 
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little bit more vertical, rhythmically much more free, and you don’t play with the intensity 

between notes in general. There’s always exceptions to rules. That influenced me a lot because 

of the interest a lot of my students had in jazz and also setting to be the best “classical” player 

they can be. So over the years probably about the last fifteen/twenty years of my time [chuckles] 

at FSU I think that I felt very comfortable verbally articulating the differences between those two 

broad styles.   

 

 

2. When a student comes in prepared for a weekly lesson, what is the structure of that lesson? 

Conversely, what happens when they are not prepared? 

 

Again, in general I like to be very Socratic, because I want the student to be in a position where 

ultimately they’re becoming a life long learner as it were. That was a popular saying many years 

ago, but I think it still holds true. Where they know how to teach themselves. They get organized 

and structured instead of me spouting my expertise from the mountaintop and them saying “yes, 

sir” “no sir” something like that where they really become a part of the process. Many times they 

know what is expected of them week to week. Let me just go on an appropriate sidetrack to this. 

 Generally, the first lesson we tend to map out what the in terms of repertoire and 

exercises, what the lesson content will be over the course of the whole semester. For example 

circle, this is in consultation with the student where I think I know where the student is at or the 

student is. I generally take the high ground in terms of that because sometimes students want to 

do something they are not ready for, but I try to honor that request in an appropriate way. We’ll 

decided maybe for example we’ll circle five or six Ferlings, three or four intermezzi, and three or 
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four Karg-Elerts, or something. Maybe for a freshman it would be a few appropriate Ferlings, 

some Guy Lacour. The first few years of course we’ll use the Sellners, for articulations, but they 

know what the demands are for them over the course of the whole semester and then week by 

week I’ll say of course maybe we’ll adjust these two etudes in this book and here’s the 

repertoire, these two or three pieces. Depending on the level of difficulty we’ll assign the 

repertoire for them and then week to week over the course of all the lessons, they have to 

determine what they have to do. I encourage a lesson log book. Some abide by that, some don’t, 

some don’t need that because they are very organized internally, but they know what the 

expectations are because it’s listed on all their books. So over the course of the semester they 

know they have to address all of those exercises. Some go a little bit faster, some a little bit 

slower. They know what’s expected of them and then at the beginning of the lesson I’ll say 

“what do you have for me this week? I’m sure you this etude, this slow/fast, and maybe some of 

your solo, let’s get into it.”  

 If someone isn’t prepared and they are not I’ll make that one lesson that can’t every 

happen and that I don’t expect this for future lessons if you’re not prepared just don’t even 

bother to show up because it’s a waste of your time, waste of my time. Again it’s all about what 

the student wants, meaning why are you here at FSU? It’s not for me to coddle you, if I find 

myself more interested or excited about music than you are something’s wrong because I’ve 

been doing this for decades and if anybody should have a reason to be a little bit tired it should 

be me not you. So something isn’t quite right so I try in a humorous way, but of course a serious 

way make a connection with the student, so they know what they’re expectations are and I’m 

there for them. But they have to work. Then we discuss typically what a good practice routine 

would be. How it’s structed. Where you do your long tones and adjust your vibrato or 
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articulation and your Sellner exercises and then just etudes and repertoire. And to make 

appropriate progress an average music education person should put in about two hours a day 

minimum and performance should be three to four minimum if you’re serious. And then many 

times over the course of three/four lessons we have to tweak it and have some serious talks, but 

generally that seemed to work over the years.  

 The structure will be a tenth approximately of what I assigned them the whole semester 

we just don’t go aimlessly lesson to lesson. Like I stated before, we make sure we make the 

assignments in terms of their study books, some of their exercises and their repertoire and that 

might be the first few lessons. We might have to tweak it out a little bit, but generally the bulk of 

the semester they know what their entire semester’s worth of work is, what’s expected of them 

and it’s up to them to appropriately cut off a little chunk of that times however many lessons are 

in a semester they’ll accomplish all that’s expected of them. 

 

3. During your lessons at the University level, how did you teach your students fundamentals? 

Are there technical goals to be fulfilled through the year or is it worked on as it becomes an 

issue? 

 

I think all of the above. As you know, we had a techniques class once a week. In the beginning I 

did that, but then over the years I had my TA’s do that, but I talk with them about what needs to 

be addressed in terms of fundamentals. Fundamentals of course overtones, articulation, proper 

staccato, legato, vibrato, what have you. Generally, it’s on a weekly basis they have certain goals 

in terms of scales maybe week to week we’ll work on these two scales with this articulation. 

Then there’s assignments so by the end of the semester certain goals have been reached in terms 
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of articulating at a certain speed staccato, legato, a mixture of different articulations, different 

rhythms and again my last number of years I left that to my TA’s and we’ve talked about that 

you know how that’s going. For the most part beginning students aren’t used to any kind of 

discipline. They aren’t used to a weekly routine and they just want to “play music.” They don’t 

understand how important fundamentals are. With that said, I always like to integrate why we do 

the fundamentals in terms of enhancing the music so they are sort of tied together. It’s not so you 

do something you don’t know why you’re doing it. You can say we need to do this because as 

you can see in this particular movement or work, in this movement, this section, it’s demanded 

of the performer to play in this fashion. So you extract that and you play that apart from that. 

Then later on you implement what you’ve learned in that particular study or that particular piece 

of repertoire. It’s something that’s necessary, but you always have to make sure fundamentals are 

integrated to the overall goal of making music. Being the best interpreter of the music because if 

the music is number one many times you can look, if you’re studying a piece of music, you 

notice that certain things need to be addressed and that serves as a catalyst to address certain 

technical things. So sometimes they work hand and hand. But in the beginning so often people 

they may not know all of their scales or they’re not playing their scales musically. I used to be a 

big bucko I mean people would have the goal and play as cleanly, fastly and as accurately as you 

possibly can which is a good thing, but it wouldn’t be done in a musical manner. With the proper 

dynamics, in shaping, it can be exactly in time, but there has to be direction, it’s like you have to 

talk. When you’re speaking there’s highs, there’s lows. You have a certain goal in mind in 

speaking. It’s not like you are talking with equal emphasis in every syllable and someone 

understands what I am saying, but there is no stress points. So often people play scales like that. 

And that was one of the biggest things I would be safe to say 95% of most students when they 
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start they’re used to playing scales in a very mechanical rote manner, very cleanly, but you never 

play rote and (sings sixteenth notes) like that when you’re normally playing. And if you get so 

used to playing scales so mechanically it’s hard to make a transfer to your appropriate etudes and 

repertoire and playing it in an artistic musical manner. So if you play your scales artistically, 

you’ll make that transfer automatically into the phrasing of your repertoire. So I think that’s the 

essence of it and that’s one of the major things I address in the fundamentals.  

 Depending on the Academic level, there’s certain metronome speeds that someone has to 

achieve at the end. If not, their grade will be indicative of their ability to play it at that speed or 

not play it at that speed. I think that was in my syllabus that you probably still have. There’s 

certain metronomic speeds that are required for each level. And also, thirds, and arpeggios and 

different intervals that are required at certain levels. So that’s very specific, but again you have to 

integrate it as you’re playing it in the most musical manner you can, not just by rote that’s 

difficult because, people tend to think scales, thirds and all that it’s just any kind of phrasing. For 

me it might be different for than a lot of people, but I think anything you should do you should 

do like you normally do when you’re playing. You never play a piece of music like very 

vertically and without any kind of linear or horizontal expression getting loud and getting soft, 

and so often in scales people do that so I don’t understand why that is demanded because it 

doesn’t seem to be an appropriate transfer from, (there should be) playing scales in an artistic 

way and automatically transfer that to your repertoire and your etudes.  

 

4. How do you teach students to be critical of their own playing? 
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After hearing them play, I teach them by asking them “what do you think you did well on 

that particular etude? What is it lacking?” and many times right away they’ll say “well I missed 

this note, this rhythm, and this run” and that’s true, anything else? What about dynamics? “Well, 

it could be a little bit more.” “So okay, let’s play it again (and without giving them any 

instruction) I’ll say “play it again and play it how you think it would be appropriate on what we 

discussed.” And then they’ll play it, and then I’ll say “well to me then maybe you addressed a 

rhythm problem, you corrected the note, one or two wrong notes that you played” but essentially 

one thing that is drastically missing that you didn’t address at all. And they’ll look at me with a 

lot of confusion (laughs) and surprise as if they didn’t get something they should have gotten. I’ll 

say “what about your phrasing? Where’s the top part of the line? What’s the most interesting 

part? What are your thoughts on this? What is it saying to you?” Then we start talking about how 

to be expressive and you can be very exact in saying how long is the phrase? Is it four bars? Is it 

eight bars? Is it six and three? Is it asymmetrical? And many times they don’t start thinking of 

that. Some people are sort of intuitive or they have a good ear and they think “yeah it sounds like 

it should be this way” and they’re right. Some people don’t even sense that at all. So I get them 

to start listening more critically and understanding “what’s the primary point, where’s the high 

point of the phrase or the low point. How the musical sentence is constructed. With that there 

should be expression, there should be a lot of dynamics. Along with that maybe the kind of 

vibrato you use. Because what is a good definition of vibrato? Hmm, should vibrato always be 

the same? If it says cantabile, con appassionato and it’s double forte versus it’s piano and it says 

tranquillo. Tranquil, should the vibrato be different? “Oh yes I guess so.” Again it is getting the 

student to think instead of all the notes are correct the rhythms are correct. You’re playing in 

tune, that’s a lovely sound, but it’s so boring and unmusical, they’re shocked. And that’s when it 
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starts and we can start that just on the first lesson where they play a scale and it’s all correct, but 

it’s very boring. There’s no architecture to it. So, that’s how I teach that, make them aware of it 

and then I’ll say “ah, you did something terrific on bar eighteen to twenty-five there’s amazing, 

you know what you did?” They did not think. “Well do it again. Think about it.” “Oh that’s right 

I did this, yeah, that’s why I understand.” So again, teaching by asking them questions and 

getting them to think about it. That seems to be the best way for me. To teach like that rather 

than saying “this needs to be more expressive, do it this way, don’t do it this way, do it this way. 

I know probably what could work in terms of my preference, but I want the student to discover it 

tends to stick to their ribs more that way.   

 I ask them many times I’ll encourage them. Especially in the last number of years when I 

was teaching, I didn’t do this at the beginning, but because you learn over the years. I mean 

unintentional mistakes in my first few years, I thought I did a good job. I was honest and critical, 

but it maybe wasn’t as efficient or it as exacting and that happens. You start teaching, but over 

the years I’ve learned how important it is to tape yourself, to record yourself. What you think is 

really expressive or is really clean or you have a minimal number of things of critical things to 

say about it. You tend to go back and listen to it and think oh wow, I could have been much more 

expressive here, I could have been cleaner here. I thought the rhythm there was good, but it was 

sort of foggy I had no idea. So you do that and in an understanding way. You practice it again 

and you’re as critical as you can in terms of what you hear and many times you have to teach 

people how or what to listen for. Notice again you teach them by asking them “well something 

happened in this bar, measure eight or bar nine. You hear it? Play it again.” “Oh that’s right I did 

this!” “Ah yes now you’re listening with much more awareness and just getting people aware, or 

making people aware of that. That tends to help.  
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5. How much control do your students have over their own curriculum? (i.e. picking repertoire, 

making stylistic choices.) When are they able to decide? (28:15) 

 

Generally, in the beginning, most people they can’t make stylistic choices because they really 

don’t understand what style is. I used to think the reason I didn’t like classical music in the 

beginning was because from what I heard on a lot of recordings back in the sixties, I thought 

classical music at least on the saxophone was to use a lot of vibrato, you play very straight, you 

play clean, you get loud and soft and sort of boring. So that’s why I didn’t like it. I loved the 

expression of the jazz much more it seemed so much more variety to it. I guess I was just 

listening to very bad classical players or bad recordings I can’t recall. But even a few string 

players and singers they have goods sounds, but they weren’t phrasing. They’re more indulgent. 

It’s sounded like they are indulging their beautiful quality of voice, but they weren’t really 

phrasing. It just seemed all the same. I don’t know why it bothered me, but it just did and over 

the years I realized they didn’t know how to spin a phrase. They didn’t know how to say a proper 

musical sentence.  

 In the beginning I have total central because the years have taught me that students for 

the most part (unless they have come from a really good background) they’re playing music 

that’s inappropriate for them. So often they’re playing from a technical standpoint pieces that are 

much more difficult than they need to play because they think because they think they need to 

just work on their facility and technique and nobody has taught them the most important thing is 

how you connect notes and how you shape, how musical you are. If the goal is so difficult 

technically and articulation wise, that’s all that anybody is worried about and they’re not 
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worrying about being musical. And so we generally start with easier etudes. So from a technical 

standpoint, it’s very easy. They don’t even have to think about that so they can really think about 

connecting notes, appropriate vibrato, tapering notes, initiating sounds with the tongue or 

without the tongue. Really executing a wonderful musical statement rather than just trying to 

impress somebody with their speed or all their facility. Many times facility hides sensitivity and 

phrasing. So in the beginning people don’t have any control. I determine it all and I have a 

specific certain slower works and certain etudes that I think address those things so kids don’t 

have to worry about their facility and then later on when they realize how demanding it is to 

make something musical then they apply those same kind of standards to a piece a little more 

difficult and they realize “wow I have to know this piece technically so strong so I can be 

musical about it.” I have pretty much total control over it. As a person grows as a person and as a 

musician then I start giving them a little more feedback. What particular styles do you prefer? 

What do you like? Well you want to have a balance as much as you can just like a balance of a 

good meal. You might prefer French fries, but it’s nice to have some asparagus, and some beans 

and stuff along with it to.  

 That’s different. Everybody grows differently. Some people are a little more mature, they 

get it quicker, so they understand that maybe “this piece might be better for me” and I nudge 

them along the way and encourage them, but generally there are certain pieces that over the 

course of development they have to address if you’re a saxophonist i.e. you are (undergraduate) 

going to be playing the Glazunov concerto, I think you are going to be playing von Knorr 

Sonata, the Dressel Partita, Jacobi sonata, the Desenclos, I mean certain standard core repertoire 

that I think everybody has to address, but when they address it is different for each person based 

on their growth, and if they are ready for it or not. 
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6. How do you train your students to be teachers after they graduate?  

 

I think there has been some studies done that show regardless of what you read or what 

you should do subconsciously you tend to teach or try to teach like the teacher that had 

influenced you and inspired you the most and I think it’s safe to say regardless of what you 

shouldn’t just be copy cats if it’s meant a lot to you, that’s what I did and I think consciously at 

that time it really worked, but then over the years you develop your own personality maybe that 

idea of “imitation’s the sincerest form of flattery” jazz players, a lot of classical players, they like 

how somebody’s phrasing so they imitate that and they do a lot of good things, but it’s not their 

own ideas, but after a while as you grow you take that as a template and then you sort of do your 

own thing. There’s nothing wrong with that as long as along the way you’re encouraging critical 

thinking and you’re just not doing it “well, whatever that person does is the best because that 

person is good, so I guess I got to do it.” No, you can say what works about this, maybe over the 

years what doesn’t work you don’t know that initially, because you are not that experienced yet, 

you’re not that old. But, over a period of time you realize “hmm, this aspect of playing was 

wonderful, this aspect wasn’t as good as I thought it was, now that I’m more aware of it.” And 

you find that in any player in anything.  

To make sure they are very organized, they have certain goals they have, as I told how I 

go about with my students. It’s not just winging it week to week. You have to have a specific 

goal set up. The germ of it has to be the student. Because some students in terms of how they 

learn and how they process stuff, where they’re at, that’s going to determine what kind of pieces 

you give them. Especially the beginners, if you’re playing ten years old, eleven twelve, younger 
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ones, sometimes you have to approach that even when you’re college because they’ve played a 

lot of music, they have some amount of facility, but they don’t know how to phrase and be 

expressive. It’s just always robotic-like so you have to relearn things you know, so I think 

keeping the student’s personality in mind. What works best of them, pieces that they like so 

they’ll gravitate towards them. Being very disciplined, making it fun, if the music can’t be fun 

and joy (we’re very serious about what we do, but we have to have fun doing it). I try to stress 

that to future educators, finding their own way of teaching, they aren’t going to teach exactly like 

how I do because personality wise everyone is a little different. If we do some things the same 

that’s fine, but they shouldn’t copy cat, but if it influences them in terms of what is important to 

the student, they’ll find their own specific way of addressing things with maybe some of my 

thoughts subconsciously in the back of their brain, and their pedagogical skill set, just like I did 

with Dr. Kral. I found my own way of articulating certain things, and then came up with some 

new things that he never did which he told me along “if you (this reminds me) are teaching the 

same way or like I’ve taught after five/ten years, something’s wrong. You’re going to develop 

your own way, but hopefully, I’ve influenced you to think about the appropriate thing when you 

are teaching, and what the goals should be” And that’s to realize the composer’s intent and be the 

best interpreter of the music. The music is the most important thing, not the glory of the 

performer. You’ll get plenty at-a-boy as a performer if your music making is good, rather than 

who plays the fastest the loudest, and the most impressive, but they really don’t understand the 

dialect of what they are playing. Say if they are playing Glazonov and Larrson, or Dahl or Jacobi 

or Decruck and Descenclos all the same way. You’re talking about different languages, different 

styles, so you should play them differently. And let along playing Baroque music. I’ve often 

heard saxophone players play baroque music in a decidedly romantic vein and they should not 
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play that way at all. They are very expressive, but it’s not the kind of romantic expression one 

that associates with the Glazonov Concerto, but I’ve heard that it’s very expressive playing, but 

stylistically, it’s totally wrong. So you have to have a good understanding of, you have to discern 

your styles. Baroque style, classical, romantic, contemporary, and sometimes contemporary can 

be a mixture of many different things. But, it’s not just playing the same way, loud, soft, and 

you’re well in tune, but without any change in your accent or your dialect. There’s many 

different languages obviously in the world. You have to know the proper accent in the word 

usage in the construction of the phrase it’s all different. It’s the same with thing to a certain 

extent (it’s the same thing when we were talking about musical styles) you have to make sure 

you have an understanding. That’s what I tried to do when I taught. Have a good balance of 

Baroque music, neoclassical works, we don’t have any truly “classical” works, we have a lot of 

neoclassical works, same thing with neoromantic works. And impressionism and so on and so 

forth. Then out of that being very disciplined and be goal oriented week to week with your 

student, and make it fun and make it so the student wants to come back and let it unfold there has 

to be a certain naturalness to growth too, because some people grow differently, develop 

differently, so it changes a little bit with the student. They’re gravitating towards something they 

are really excited about rather than something else, then go with that. Fan that flame of 

excitement, but always come back to something if they maybe due to their excitement they’ve 

neglected to address something that needs to be addressed in their playing. Be it fundamentally 

or something else because you’re the teacher, but still you want to encourage enthusiasm and 

passion for what they do then I think if that can happen you can keep somebody interested in 

music after you’re no longer their teacher and they’re excited about music, I think you’ve really 

done your job as a teacher.  
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7. How do you prepare for students for a career of performing outside of academia? 

 

That’s very difficult because there are very few opportunities to perform outside of 

academia in terms of being a “classical” saxophonist. Why do I say that? Because there are no 

(right now). There’s a number of professional saxophone quartets that are out there, but they all 

have lineages to academia. They’re all associated with a university or their group was formed out 

of a university connection whether maybe on their own, they get a certain amount of gigs and all 

of this, but generally, they are not going to play as often as the Tokyo String Quartet or the 

Emerson, or the Guarneri or what have you where it’s a full time job. The only quartet I know 

today is the Raschèr Quartet and for their first ten years of their existence, they played a lot, but 

that could not sustain them. They all taught part time or did different things and finally they got 

to a point where they could generate enough concerts per year that they could let go of their full 

time teaching they, all of them, teach some part time, but their primary source, sole source of 

income is their performances as a quartet. And this took a while to cultivate. Developing 

connections with the different concert series and people and composers and alike and all of them 

in that particular business as it were. And that’s over in Europe for obvious reasons, the 

saxophone was created relatively late in terms of its orchestral usage and all of the orchestral 

instruments were established as a part of the orchestra. The saxophone came along and Adolphe 

Sax had this brilliant idea and it was lauded by all of the composers of the time, but still to this 

day it is used as a color instrument, and an instrument that augments the orchestra. It’s 

wonderful, it’s in well over two thousand orchestral works, but it’s not a part of the main body of 

orchestral literature. And so you cannot be a full time saxophonist in an orchestra for obvious 
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reasons, the repertoire isn’t there. As opposed to all the other orchestral instruments. Now in 

terms of jazz and popular music that’s difficult to break into that too, but there are many more 

people employed full time as studio musicians or on the road, first call in major cities and their 

playing all kinds of gigs and many times that are quite common and quite good. From a classical 

stand point, you have to be stylistically very flexible and especially in the last ten/fifteen/twenty 

years. Nowadays you have people that play wonderful jazz and also wonderful classical and I 

believe a good example is the person FSU recently hired Geoff Deibel. I think he ran the 

program at Wichita [State] University and he is in the wonderful I think H2 quartet, saxophone 

quartet. So, yes, but strictly one style and strictly a classical saxophonist and you’re just a 

performer, it’s very rare. If it’s strictly you are a classical player I don’t know if anybody that’s 

their sole means of income. I encourage students to be as flexible as they can if they just want to 

perform, they don’t want to teach as much, I said it’s a shame rather “do, not teach” that should 

be a saying. If you can’t teach then do. Rather than if you can’t do, you’re going to teach, 

something like that.  

If that’s all you want then you should be very, very flexible. To drop out in the world as a 

reed player, if you’re going to get into that you should have to have your doubles together like 

clarinet and flute and some, if you’re a lower voice you prefer baritone saxophone, maybe bass 

clarinet and bassoon. I’ve had some performing students that have done a lot of playing there, 

but that’s not their sole source of income. I encourage people to be as stylistically flexible as they 

possibly can so they can have more opportunities to perform. That just gives you more 

opportunities and so you can make a living that way. But it’s very very difficult and generally, 

every classical saxophonist they have an affiliation with a university, college, something like 

that. Many cases they might be teaching in two, three, four different institutions of academic 
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learning. And they’re gigging on the side and make it work because they just love music. But if 

you’re just going to play and that’s it, and you just want to play concertos and recitals and play 

the cannon of Western European Art music, be it perform, being composed by American 

Composers or European Composers. If you’re strictly a classical player, I don’t think it can 

really happen. 

They have to understand that what they’re getting into, what they desire look out in the world 

itself now and what people are successful and performing playing saxophone and that they don’t 

have any affiliation with academia. They have to understand what their future might hold for 

them, it might be very, very difficult. They don’t want to teach, they might have to hold onto part 

time jobs and might have to practice and develop affiliations and develop groups like that, it can 

be very very difficult. That’s not saying it can’t be done, but in fact a few current students now 

are trying to break into that area. They are teaching part time, but they are trying to cultivate 

composers to write for them and to perform, and they are playing a number of concerts. But it’s a 

struggle and it’s not their full time employment is playing ultimately you’d like to get to that 

point like the Raschèr Quartet is currently doing now, but that took many years of cultivation to 

get to that point.  
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8. Did you use competition in your studio? If so, in what ways did you use it to motivate your 

students?  

 

Yes, if people were ready to play in a competition and they had the right mindset because a 

lot of times it’s not good for people. Again, the most important thing is regardless of what 

happens in the competition, it’s to be as musically authentic as you possibly can. Sometimes 

you’ll do quite well on a competition by playing musical and playing well, others you might not 

because it just depends… it’s just what happens. Sometimes there’s inconsistency, music is very 

subjective by nature, but you can use it sort of as a goal to see how someone plays under pressure 

and gets through wars of that and by many times having that little competitive carrot dangling 

from them, they’ll encourage them to practice more, look for more opportunities. Some people 

are more competitive than others. Some people “I just want to make music, but I’m not interested 

in competitions.” And they played quite well, some people love it. I try to steer away from the 

idea “yes I want to get this number one in this competitive, and this is so cool” like the winner’s 

mentality. There used to be a saying I think Bela Bartok said it “Competitions are for 

racehorses.” Yes, can competitions be good in terms of motivating certain students and it’s good 

to raise the standards of a performance by competition and sometimes it can be very exciting by 

all means! I’m not disparaging it at all. But, you have to understand what the goal is. It’s to try to 

represent yourself in the most artistic manner as possible and technically as possible and if you 

play very very well and then whatever happens whether you come in first or fifth or whatever, it 

really doesn’t matter. You have to look at yourself saying “how was I as a competitor?” Many 

times in the course of my teaching I made transfers to swimming because I swim sparingly in 

high school and in college and so do our kids. In age group swimming especially it was all about 
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you and your personal best times. You could be swimming in the eighth lane sort of the slower 

lanes in a race, but if you beat your personal best time in a specific race by five or six seconds 

you were a winner. Even though technically you came in last, but it’s all according to your best 

time so if that’s the kind of competition cultivated or how do you feel you played and if it’s the 

best you’ve ever played (maybe you didn’t even place or you didn’t even ascend from the quarter 

finals or semi-finals whatever (I’m making a tennis [transfer] now). If you felt you played the 

best you can or you didn’t then you can learn from that. Then along the way if you get a few 

rewards that’s terrific because it’s always fun. It’s good to challenge yourself, but some people 

depending on where they are developmentally, they might be ready for a challenge like that. 

Others, it would destroy them. Instead of “oh we have to be competitive. We have to win, win, 

win.” No. Some winners of competitions I hear them play and yes they can be technically very 

exacting, very very nice, but they don’t move me emotionally. What I stress is the movement of 

your audience, you listener, emotionally. There is an authentic emotional change that takes place 

rather than just being impressed with sheer facility. Facility is fine. Technical prowess is terrific, 

but it always has to serve I feel an artistic goal at the end, and if that’s what some can accomplish 

by being in a competitive environment then it’s very successful, but it’s not for everyone.  

 It’s safe to say I probably didn’t use it as a number of my collegues in different 

institutions, but sometimes I would ask a quartet or a soloist “you interested in this competition? 

I think based on what I hear, if you apply yourself and you work hard, I think you could do quite 

well quite well and it would be a good experience for you.” I’ll use that as sort of an insentive 

when I talk to certain students and certain quartets and they say “that’d be fun, yeah” and I’ll say 

“why don’t you give it a go? Why don’t you give it a try? I think you’d enjoy it.” Then we go 

from there so that’s how I would plant that competitive seed. But, many times I sense that some 
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kids want to be in a competition and I’ll say “you’re not ready for it, you don’t play well 

enough.” You might by happenstance someone might play worse than you but that’s just going 

to give you a false sense of achievement because really you aren’t playing that well yet. 

Sometimes competitions can give people false senses of achievement. So you just have to be 

careful.  

 

9. How do you approach teaching a young high school student compared to a doctoral 

performance student? 

 

In general, a young high school student wouldn’t have the fundamentals engrained in 

them. They don’t have good fundamentals, they’re not as mature they haven’t addressed all the 

basic areas of saxophone playing in terms of fundamental saxophone playing. I guess basic rules 

of playing a wind instrument, basic concepts of playing a wind instrument appropriately. In 

terms of proper support and then articulation and then leads to phrasing how do you manage your 

air? Use of your tongue, articulation, your vibrato usage. All these fundamentals and they’re 

integrated into pieces that you play. You don’t have to address that with most doctoral students. 

They wouldn’t even be accepted into the program if that isn’t there. That said they can be refined 

and certain things at that level it’s difficult to do any major changes, but you just teach them 

entirely differently, but again the bottom goal or the ultimate goal is (with the young high school 

student versus the doctoral students) is whatever piece is appropriate for them at that level is, 

they’re going to play it as musically and artistically I think it should be played. Again, that can 

be subjective what’s musical and artistic for me could be something different to someone else I 

understand that. Where I’m coming from the goal is always the same except the level of 
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difficulty in terms of facility, and articulation, and range and all that. It’s going to be much more 

challenging I would suspect obviously to the doctoral student than the high school, but the goal 

of playing the phrase and playing this musical, that’s going to be exactly the same. So more 

focus on getting good habits established in the beginning. From a doctoral standpoint it might be 

I have to break some bad habits. Maybe habits were developed at that time and established, 

hopefully most of them are good, some of them might not be so good so you have to break the 

bad habits and substitute good habits. Develop those overly. And the good thing about a younger 

student is you can prevent bad habits from developing you can start with good basic habits and 

so that’s the good part of the younger student you know. I think that is the essential difference.  

 Establishing sound fundamentals, establishing very good habits from the beginning to 

figure stuff out to play musical in appropriate repertoire and appropriate etudes. At the doctoral 

level it’s addressing making sure those are solid and maybe getting rid of some bad habits that 

have been developed, but still sometimes you have to develop and refine some habits at the 

doctoral level. Generally no, but it might be exposing someone to different ways of thinking and 

different approach. It could be quite valid because doctoral students they could be set in their 

ways and sometimes that’s good and sometimes that’s bad so just the approach is totally 

different, but the ultimate aim of both is to develop people who play the most musical phrases.  

 

10. What values do you believe to have instilled in your students and how did you teach them? 

 

Values of being honest and authentic with yourself. Values of the music is more 

important than you are. Music isn’t a vehicle to go around you, you can get plenty of applause 

like we talked about before if you play well. To often people, their value as a person is directly 
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related to how good they are, how well they are as a player. This shouldn’t be that way at all. 

This should be, they’re separate. You can, as far as your values, your honesty, your consistency, 

your thoughtfulness. Many times you can hear that sometimes in how somebody plays. Is it, 

again, a vehicle to show off? If you hear too much of a person’s personality in what they’re 

playing maybe too much inappropriate ego. It can be flat out brilliant playing at times it’s just to 

show off rather than to serve the style and the character of the music you’re playing so that’s 

more of a humbling kind of thing. We’re secondary, it’s like if you’re an actor and you’re trying 

to interpret Shakespeare or interpret Martin Scorsese screenplay or something. You’re looking 

into the essence of it not just to find vehicles to show you as a celebrity. It’s an art form, there’s a 

certain amount of humbleness and for me personally if I sense too much ego in a person and I 

don’t hear the music. It bothers me so I don’t know if overtly I’ve said that to some students. 

Maybe I have. You know some of the older students maybe the younger students along the way 

saying “you are in music for the love of it and it’s going to be difficult, it’s going to be hard, 

sometimes you are going to wonder why you are in it because you have to be vulnerable, you’re 

giving your all to it and maybe you didn’t play it as well as you should have played it, the lesson 

you taught didn’t go as well as it should have, you’re in it. You’re doing the best you possibly 

can. You’ve crossed all your t’s and all your I’s in terms of preparation, in terms of education 

and accepting the fact you are a human being you are going to make mistakes, you are going to 

mess up, but your motivation is healthy, you’re doing it for the right reasons not just to show off 

to show somebody that you are better than somebody and having an attitude and so often you can 

sense that in people.” I don’t know where I’ve read this or heard this (I’ll have to look it up after) 

they said that seventy percent of communication is nonverbal. You can say all the right stuff and 

everything could be fine, but what’s not said or maybe someone could sense is your true 
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motivation, why you’re saying it. Maybe it’s something that people can pick up. Sometimes that 

happens in music making. All the right stuff can be there. You can play all the right notes and 

it’s clean, it’s in tune and all that, but something is missing. Maybe it’s too much personality, too 

much ego in the performance and that. A true love of what you’re playing and a wonder of the 

music you are playing and that’s why you’re playing it so well rather than just trying to get that 

number one. Know that if I play it at 180 and it’s clean and it’s tight I can get that number one. 

I’m sure most people either consciously go about approaching competitions that way or 

performing that way, but so often this mixture of unhealthy ego and unhealthy pride. There’s 

nothing wrong with a healthy amount of pride of all the work you have done and you’ve come a 

long way and you feel good about achieving something that’s great, but if it’s a sign of insecurity 

you’re lacking in a lot of other things and you’re self worth is determined by how good you are 

as a musician, something’s wrong because what if all of a sudden you couldn’t play saxophone 

anymore and you lost use of your right hand and if you’d be devastated you’d be wandering for 

the next forty years then something’s wrong with yourself as far as your character, what you 

value, you really have to address that because it’s so fleeting anyway in a small amount of time 

we are here on this earth to give back and to be expressive and be musical and to share and if it’s 

just all about you and again sometimes I have issues with that too, I get nervous I want to make 

sure since all these years of playing I want to make sure I can represent myself well for my 

students and myself, but if not than what’s wrong with me, maybe I’m not the professional I 

should have been and maybe it’s my own insecurities. More issues I have with myself as a 

person because I am human. But maybe along the way I try to in students instill it’s secondary 

you should do it for the right reasons and you’ll have immense joy and satisfaction and you’ll 

feel good about yourself and all, but you just have to look back and ask yourself if the applause 
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wasn’t there, if you weren’t getting the rewards, there weren’t any competitions, would you still 

like to sit there and play your saxophone and listen to some music? And that just brings you so 

much joy and you do it. Nobody would give you any money, you didn’t get any awards for, you 

still do it as much. If you can say that, then you have the right attitude and the whole approach to 

what you’re doing. 

Hopefully I taught them by my example to the best I could. How I handled myself. 

Respecting others, being honest. Understand your motivations for doing something, Make sure 

your motivations are noble and correct. Always doing things for the right reasons. And those 

right reasons can be I guess in these day and age conditional, but I think certain things are 

conditional. You have to be honest, admit mistakes when you do something correct or not 

correct. Be willing to change. Be willing to listen to your students because over the years I 

thought my students were my best teachers and it’s a very humbling experience. And they’ve 

given me more than I’ve ever realized and hopefully we’ve, I’ve articulated this thing. 

Sometimes I’ve had different talks with different students and get a little bit more specific and 

essentially I’ve mentioned that to them and doing it for the right reasons, not just to please 

grandma, your parents, somebody, and it sounds cool, then you can say you are a musician. It’s 

not for anybody else. It just has to be for you and your joy and your satisfaction and to complete 

you. Be honest and authentic in whatever you do in this particular career. 
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